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Abstract 
Progressive Modeling (PM) is a multidisciplinary forward looking modeling approach that finds pragmatic solutions for many 
complex and large scale industrial problems. PM brings many innovations to problem analytics, problem modeling, and solution 
algorithms. PM started as a new approach that incarnates systems thinking in solving industrial problems from optimization 
perspective to end up with a novel modeling approach that can develop models that address system problems where a group of 
system problems can be defined, linked, modeled, and solved together. The paper introduces the new modeling paradigm and 
briefly demonstrates some of its principles and applications. The potential applications of PM include but not limited to the fields 
of production planning and scheduling, supply chain management, health care management, continuous process improvement, 
systems optimization, or simply put, any large scale complex system or system of systems. 
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1. Introduction
The last couple of decades has witnessed a level of fast-paced development of new ideas, products,
manufacturing technologies, manufacturing practices, customer expectations, and civilization movements as it has 
never before. Change became the intrinsic characteristic that is addressed everywhere. How to deal with change, 
how to manage it, how to bind to it, how to steer it, and how to create value out of it were the early questions two 
years at least before the first version of Progressive Modeling (PM) came to existence by the end of the year 2008. 
The early objective was to develop a manufacturing planning and control system for reconfigurable manufacturing 
systems (RMS) [1, 2]. The first initiative was to create an evolvable loosely coupled manufacturing planning and 
control (MPC) framework that is able to catch the pace with the underlying evolving system. With such a system, 
was coined, Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE) was introduced as an enabling 
technology, and some characteristics were presented to define the dynamics that control CMPC systems behavior, 
see Figure 1.  
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Figure 2: Progressive Modeling I: Philosophy, Process, and Innovations
In order to limit the scope to just one problem 
or CMPC component and to make its internal
logic change ready, the aggregate production 
planning (APP) problem was chosen as a case
problem. Unfortunately, the problem suffers
severely from the lack of applicability in the
industrial domain: hundreds of academic papers,
long list of modeling approaches (Linear
Programming [3, 4]; Linear Decision Rule [5, 6];
Simulation [7, 8]; dynamic programming [9, 10];
mixed integer programming [11]; Goal 
Programming [12, 13]; Search Decision Rule
[14, 15]; production switching heuristic (PSH)
[16, 17]; and Fuzzy logic [18, 19]) and no real
application [20, 21]. The problem epitomized
what was articulated by PM as the academic-
industrial gap. Sometimes, we create the
problems that we are able to solve not the
problems that the world asks us to solve. Instead
of answering the question asked, we develop our
own question and answer it. Since that time, a
new vision of developing a modeling approach 
that reduces the gap between the idealistics of the
academia and the pragmatics of the industry was
determined. The objective was to develop a 
modeling approach that captures the future even
if it is hard to quantify or grasp; a modeling
approach that is evolving by nature and gives us
the time to understand, implement, review, and
change our thought again and so on. Function
templates and component models were the early
gadgets. The propagation of balance was introduced as a governing philosophy and the single product aggregate
production planning was the first application [22], see Figure 2. 
The next step was to work on solution algorithms and make them evolvable especially if the problem at hand is
highly constrained. Several concepts were developed to make progressive algorithms a super-set of already existing
algorithms with a basic rule, to
break those algorithms rules
themselves if necessary, see
Figure 3 for the second generation 
of progressive modeling process
(PMII) implementation. System 
envelop constraints, couplers,
turning solutions into state
machines, utilizing the information 
embedded in problem constraints
to reveal the feasible roadmap of 
the search space were some 
innovative PM gadgets that 
contributed to define progressive
algorithms. Finally, the time had
come to develop a model for 
Figure 3: The Multi-objective Multi-product Aggregate Production Planning problem (MMAPP) as
modeled and solved using Progressive Modeling
Figure 1: Change Ready MPC Systems: Drivers, Characteristics, and
Enabling Technologies.
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operations planning in an RMS environment. Unfortunately, the system itself can change its structure, which was
considered an extra production planning lever, i.e. system reconfiguration. Influenced by many philosophies and
advancements accompanied CMPC and PM development, the new problem of Reconfiguration and Operations
Planning (ROP) was introduced. In this stage, the math modeling was enriched with the advanced notation, tuplized
nomenclature, hierarchical binaries, and the notion of mathematical statement. At the problem solution level,
decision structure and chained search space were introduced. The ROP problem scope and size are unprecedented in 
the RMS and the operations management literature. The ROP managed to address an armada of challenges posed by
the new RMS technology. The ROP became the greatest ad for the new product: Progressive Modeling.
This paper demonstrates the progressive modeling process and sheds the light on some PM foundations and novel
key terms. Section 2 introduces the progressive modeling process. In sections 3, 4, and 5 the major areas of PM
development namely progressive analytics, progressive math models, and progressive algorithms. The paper 
concludes by defining the current state of development and the new realms of PM applications.
2. The Progressive Modeling Process
The main goal of progressive modeling is to maximize the value engineered/delivered of industrial systems by
identifying systems levers or value drives, by searching for opportunities, and by providing solutions that orchestrate
systems levers in order to fine tune their performance and magnify their competitiveness in a world that changes
faster than our ability to learn or adapt. The progressive modeling process has been passed by many phases of 
development. The latest version is depicted in 
Figure 3:
Step 1: Systemize, componentize, and
analyze: The Progressive Modeling process
starts by analyzing the problem at hand and
decomposing it into several interacting
components. Component Based Software
Engineering (CBSE) helps a lot in that regard. In 
the context of CBSE, PM promotes the separation 
of concerns of the interacting components in a
black-box communication fashion.
Step 2: Develop the logic that governs: In 
order to be well-understood, controlled, or managed, systems behavior should be modeled. If this behavior can be
described in a sophisticated way by a group of governing equations, a mathematical model can be defined.
Operations research defines decision variables, constraints, and objectives as the basic building blocks of math
models. PM redefines the math models in an open-ended forward-looking fashion. Some assumptions like linearity
are ignored at the outset; non-linearity is the case. Since PM treats problems as systems, they could have beginning
and ending states. The beginning state reflects the initial values of the system state variables, while the ending state
denotes the target values of these variables. Systems cannot be judged by a single criterion; otherwise, they will
never last for long. Systems behavior is decomposed into a group of interacting levers that can be orientated in many
directions in order to deliver its specified function and achieve system's design goals. PM focuses on improving
systems' stability, sustainability, and magnifies their value engineered/delivered.
Step 3: Search for the best alternative: systems always reveal many complex problems that need to be solved
in a reasonable time to maintain or improve their performance and the value created. A Progressive algorithm is a
compilation of algorithms that aims to explore both the search space where different alternatives are found and the
objective space where all these alternatives are evaluated according to a certain selection criteria (one or more
objectives). Both the developed models and algorithms are implemented, evaluated, reviewed, adapted and maybe
corrected and updated.
Figure 4: Progressive Modeling Process IV
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Figure 5: Component Models are presented as a formal step that culminates the 
problem analytics. Component models are instrumental for developing 
progressive math models and progressive algorithms. 
Step 4: Deliver and Adjust  
In the delivery and adjust step, we are concerned with the instantaneous implementation and reducing the gap 
between the model results and the empirical observations. Progressive models are developed to be implemented and 
to be a value-adding decision tool. This step is very similar to the verification, validation, and experimentation of 
simulation modeling.  
 
Step 5: Review and Adapt: Unlike traditional models, the results of PM are there to change, to adapt, to 
coevolve with underlying developing systems; the objective is not only to optimize the underlying system behavior 
by exploring all the possible alternatives under study. The search process actually explores what we call the model 
space by developing better analytics, better logic, and better algorithms.  
  
Figure 3, is an ongoing activity that keeps iterating during the development 
and the implementation of modeling cycles. The remaining part of this paper demonstrates many contributions of 
PM that reveals the new potential of the new modeling paradigm.  
 
3. Progressive Analytics and Component Models  
Progressive Modeling (PM) decomposes the 
problem at hand into several interacting 
components. In the implementation phase, the 
problem components are encapsulated in a 
component oriented piece of software program. 
Component communications are strictly 
formalized by a set of protocols called interfaces. 
These protocols should be kept invariable all over 
the lifetime of the designed system. Whenever 
any component needs to be replaced or updated, a 
new one is to replace the older one provided that 
it honors the pre-
several available component technologies, the 
process is done in a seamless way with a minor 
effort. Component models are now a formal and a prerequisite step that marks the beginning of solving any problem 
using PM. Actually, systemizing and componentizing industrial problems before solving them was the major reason 
to create the Progressive Modeling process. Component models are instrumental in creating the master progressive 
algorisms where a group of algorithms can be compiled and solved together; see section 5 for further details. The 
architecture of the component model reflects how the logic could be distributed, how it could be optimized, and how 
it could be improved on an ongoing basis. Figure 4 shows two different component models: the first represents a 
component model of an electro-mechanical system, and 
the second represents another one for the ROP 
problem/system. Component models are represented using 
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) component 
diagram notation. 
4. Progressive Math Models and Mathematical 
Statements  
PM has enriched the math modeling with the 
introduction of function templates, system envelop 
constraints, advanced notation, tuplized nomenclature, 
and the novel mathematical statements.  
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4.1. Function Templates 
Templates are just function definitions of the governing inputs and outputs relations. The exact definition is 
considered an on-going concern. If the problem definition is hard to grasp or there is no agreement among the 
scholars or the practitioners of how it is defined, function templates resolves this problem. Lack of knowledge or 
uncertainty of how relations are defined is not an obstacle any more. As the progressive math model is being 
developed, solved, and implemented in a real set up, it can be updated using the double loop Progressive Modeling 
process. 
In software implementation, function templates can be implemented via interfaces. This is called black box 
modeling. The notion of function template defines new horizons of a better understanding of the underlying systems 
logic and captures the intricacies of its behavior in a scientific-like way. The math models created are now directly 
connected to their real problems and the paradigm is now being shifted from solving the models that we create based 
on our assumptions (linear, mixed integer, etc.) to solving the problem themselves as the logic governing them 
might tell us. 
Equations 1-4 show the function templates of a multi-
product production planning problem. There are four 
objectives defined: financials which of utmost 
importance to all the stakeholders, workforce variability 
that needs to be minimized, an inventory objective that 
needs to be minimized, and backorders objective which 
reflects the unmatched demand and the lost customers. 
Using the concept of templates the financial objective 
could be a cost function that needs to be minimized or a 
profit function that needs to be maximized. The 
workforce viability can be formulated as a linear or a 
negative exponential function. The inventory objective is 
the total sum of quantity stocked that could be multiplied 
by its price or product cost. The intangible backorders 
objectives are now separate from the financial objectives 
and could be evaluated using any appropriate 
formulation. The concept of templates adds a greater 
flexibility to the math modeling process where 
pragmatic models can be created. PM creates models that will not only work in practice but also will be an added 
value to the quality of the decisions being made. 
4.2.  Math Model Deployment 
Math models are distributed among several interacting components in a process called model deployment. The 
component models described in the analytics step provide the formal and the logical enablers of this feature of 
progressive models. Some objectives and constraints can be confined into a certain component. Some can be defined 
by only gathering and comparing information from more than one component. In that case, a controlling, an 
intermediary, or a brokering component can execute that logic. This has a great impact of twofold: First, it reduces 
the complexity of existing models and makes them more manageable; second, it enables extensibility of existing 
models by making them grow as knowledge and information unfolds. The ROP component model distributes the 
math model over the Modeler, Products, and Machinery & Product Makes components, see Figure 4. 
When it comes to real world applications, the problem at hand might encompass a group of problems that might 
be even different in the logic that describes them. Progressive Modeling has introduced the notion of Mathematical 
Statements to address such kind of problems.  
4.3. Mathematical Statements 
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The current objective of progressive modeling is to turn it into a methodology or approach that can handle real
world problems without overlooking the truth that they are systems in a need of organized logic rather than systems
that have complex problems in a need for individual solutions. Systems grow, change, and keep interacting with
their hosting environments. As a new paradigm, PM is able to create a new generation of problem definitions and 
solutions where a group of system problems can be defined, modeled, and solved simultaneously. Mathematical
Statements and Progressive Algorithms are instrumental in defining such a new paradigm. Now very large scale
math models and their solutions can be easily developed. In order to define a mathematical statement the following







The following subsection highlights the major elements and the principles of the new notation:
4.4. The Advanced Notation and the Tuplized Nomenclature
Systems might have enormous number of 
dynamic and interwoven decision variables and
parameters. When there are a very large number
of decision variables, letters and Greek symbols
are neither enough for defining these data items
nor enough for making them easy to grasp.
Tuplizing the nomenclature has been developed 
as a solution, see Figure 5. In industry, systems
define its data in an organized format, e.g.
relational and XML databases. Using the concept
of IDs simulates the realty as data is stored in 
system repositories and makes defining a group
of problems an easy task. Figure 5 shows an
example of a tuplized nomenclature and the advanced notation applied to the reconfiguration and operation planning
(ROP) problem defined in a reconfigurable manufacturing environment. ROP uses three basic indices for most 
variables to distinguish them: Product ID, Configuration ID, and Time Index. Using the advanced notation, a basic
symbol or acronym could be shared among many variables with just a slight difference in a super or subscripts.
Multitudes of decision variables could be easily defined and linked in governing equations with much better
readability.
4.4.1. Mini Models
Mathematical statements develop a new
generation of math models that compile a group
of decision problems that control the behavior of 
the underlying systems. A mini model is a 
mathematical model that addresses a localized
problem within the wider system. Mini models
are glued together using the novel hierarchical
binaries and system constraints.
4.4.2. Decision Structures
Operations research defines decision variables, constraints, and objectives as the basic building blocks of math
models. PM expands the notion when it comes to the very large scale systems mathematical models or Mathematical
Figure 6: Tuplized Nomenclature and Advanced Notation are examples of 
novel PM gadgets that led to introducing Mathematical Statements.
Figure 7: ROP Cascaded Mini Math models
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Statements. The basic building blocks of a math statement are decision structures, mini models, and objectives 
statements. Decision structures are a group of decision variables that are tightly related and express a unified
decision notion from a system perspective. A configuration path in an RMS, a facility layout site plan, or a process
plan all could be considered just decision structure from that perspective.
4.4.3. Objective Statement
their application domains. Math statements are multi-objective math models by default. Objective statements define
both the decision structures and the systems objectives that need to be optimized simultaneously. Objective
statement can be described in hierarchical general terms that could be described further in details.
4.4.4. The Model assembly
Defining the scope and the purpose of mathematical statements determines the number of problems and
consequently the number of mini models that need to be complied together in order to create the model assembly
which capture mathematically the logic that governs the system behavior. Once the entire mini models are
developed, they are compiled in a well-formatted math model or the bigger and more inclusive new concept 
mathematical statement . Math models have been enriched greatly by introducing progressive math models and the
mathematical statements.
5. Progressive Algorithms and the Chained Search Space
Similar to mathematical statements that define
a new architecture of math models, progressive
algorithms architects the search space and defines
a new generation of optimization algorithms. In
that search space, a problem solution is defined as
a group of connected decision structures that
defines a solution point. Every decision structure
is a group of decision variables and/or state 
variables that are tightly connected and described 
by their decision structures definitions. The
process of structuring and chaining the search
space starts by identifying different decision
structures that describe a complete solution point
or alternative for the problem at hand. The logic
that governs systems behavior, which could be a
math model or a descriptive model, determines
how the solution structures could be connected
and successively defined. System initial and final states and constraints act like a map that defines the pathways
through which better alternatives could be found. Figure 7 gives an example of the decision structures defined for
the reconfiguration and operations problem defined in an RMS environment. The manufacturing operations are all
encapsulated in a map which compiles all the decisions related to system configurations, product batches,
configuration up time, regular and overtime, and product sequencing. The second group represents different product
make plans where regular and overtime constraints are defined. The third group defines the product supply,
inventory, and backorders plans. The fourth group defines the work force plans. The RMS is assumed to have
multiple modules where everyone is able to produce one or more product. The chained search space defines a new 
paradigm of defining and solving similar problems in manufacturing systems and optimization, closed loop supply
chain management, facilities planning, network optimization, and many other engineering applications.
5.1. Couplers
Figure 8: : Decision structures and chained search space made developing 
models that structure, link and optimize multitudes of heterogeneous system
decisions variables/structures a reality
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In the chained search space, multitudes of decision variables are searched in an incremental way. The process 
always starts by independent variables that could be generated in a random manner or using micro-heuristics which 
make a good use of information provided by the logic that governs the problem at hand. Couplers also mark the 
locations of search space decision variables that determine where we can tweak existing solutions to get better ones. 
From implementation perspective, the logic embedded in the couplers could be updated at any time which was 
instrumental in improving the algorithms developed an ongoing concern. If an algorithm is represented by a flow 
chart or a UML activity diagram, a coupler could be simply a grey elliptical rectangle that encapsulates a piece of 
logic responsible for generating or tweaking a value of decision variable according to a micro-piece of logic that 
could be updated on an ongoing concern in order improve the algorithm efficiency. 
5.2. State Machines 
In the chained search space where the group of decision structures is simply a group of solutions of connected 
problems, one problem solution may be the initial or the boundary solution of the other. Sometimes the solution 
process might need to be done both ways. Turning solution structures into state machines is one of the 
advancements presented by progressive algorithms to tweak the search space in order to find better alternatives, the 
solution chain or the connected decision structures, are searched for coupler locations where some recombination 
operators can be applied. The concept of state machines has been imported form the automata based programming in 
order to facilitate the recombination operators. In a production planning context for example, a manufacturer might 
not outsource one of its product unless all the system capacity have been utilized to its fullest. The production 
planning decisions are dependent on market demand which could be an outcome of different system decisions 
(regular production, overtime, outsourcing, inventory, backordering). Chaining these decisions together create a 
closed loop production planning models which is missing in both the academic literature and the industry. Similar 
problems arise in many system optimization problems which make the development of PM an important 
contribution to both academic and industrial worlds. 
5.3. Selection Criteria 
In order to evaluate different alternatives, selection criteria are needed. If the problem at hand is a single 
objective problem and since the Progressive Algorithms are population-based by default, a GAs selection algorithm 
can be used in a black box fashion. The structured search space proposed by progressive algorithms is decoupled 
from the objective space which makes a good reuse of the already exiting algorithms especially evaluation 
algorithms. If the problem at hand is a multi-objective one, evolutionary multi-objective optimization algorithms, 
such as non-dominated sorting algorithm (NSGAII) [23] or Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEAII) [24], 
can be utilized in order to evaluate and sort out the inferior solutions. The physical separation of both the objective 
space from the search space is one of the advancements that brought by introducing component models. Selection 
algorithms are usually encapsulated in the optimizers components and controlled by component-based master 
algorithm that control the whole solution process. 
PM brings a new framework and a new architecture of problem analytics, logic, and algorithms that can define a 
new generation of problems that capture systems behavior where a group of problems with different semantics could 
be addressed and solved together.  Figure 8 shows some PM advancements as it applied to the reconfiguration and 
operation planning problem (ROP) defined in a reconfigurable manufacturing environment. The problem spans 
many system decisions that couldn't be defined without developing PM first. 
6. Conclusions and Future Perspectives  
Progressive modeling revolutionizes the way we define, analyze, model, and solve real world complex problems. 
The outcome is an integrated and modern modeling paradigm. Similar to microchips, that made personal computers, 
PDAs, and smart phones a reality, PM systemizes and modularizes our logical thinking; the outcome is bigger 
chunks of logic; logic that is able to capture  systems behavior not just some internal problems and optimizes that 
behavior simultaneously. Several classes of problems in many engineering and business domains can be redefined. 
The logic that governs problems and their solution algorithms became an ongoing concern. The static view of 
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classical optimization, operations research, and systems engineering is now being revolutionized. The gap between
both the industry and the academia is being lessened. The expectation is a better synergistic and trusted relation
between industrial and academic worlds for improved outcomes. The educated logic that progressive modeling can 
bring should be a competitive edge by itself. Enterprises could grow very complex with the logic that controls their 
operations, embedded in their products, and accumulated in their operating systems and business models. Now the
logic embedded can be fine-tuned continuously and progressively to create a progressive edge.
Progressive modeling is always in a state of development and its power to address tougher and harder problems
increases day by day and from one application to another. Progressive modeling is designed to address many
industrial problems without restrictions. All the PM innovations came through identifying either the needs of new
technologies like reconfigurable manufacturing systems or by practicing the real applications of the new approach.
Problems, understanding of problems, and the methodology itself are all in a state of continuous development. Both 
the theory and the applications are targets of the same research project.
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